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Abstract
This paper introduces page-level rewrite interval prediction (PRWIP). By recording and analyzing the memory
access history at page-level, we are able to predict the future memory accesses to any pages. Leveraging this
information, this paper proposes a faster incremental checkpoint design by overlapping checkpoint phase with
computing phase and thus achieves higher performance. Experimental results show that our new incremental
checkpoint design can achieve averagely 22% speedup over traditional incremental checkpoint and 14% over
the previous state-of-the-art work.
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1. Introduction
Modern high performance computing systems are getting increasingly complex. A side-effect of
pursuing such high performance is the relatively short MTBF (mean time between failures) [1] of the
computing systems, which means the systems are more likely to produce error. For example, the famous
IBM BlueGene/L which contains more than a thousand computing nodes can only do reliable computing
for less than 200 hours [2]. The CRAY XT3/XT4 which contains more than 20,000 computing nodes has
the MTBF less than 100 hours [3]. Under this trend, sophisticated fault tolerance mechanism is needed
to guarantee that the systems are producing valid result.
Checkpoint is a widely adopted fault tolerance mechanism [4] in this scenario. There are two main
types of checkpoint mechanism: full-sized checkpoint [4] and incremental checkpoint [5]. Full-sized
checkpoint periodically copies the whole process’s state into non-volatile medium to achieve fault
tolerance. This mechanism introduces large overhead by always copying the whole process’s state. On
the contrary, incremental checkpoint is likely to perform better by recording which part of the process’s
state has been modified and just copying the modified part at checkpoint time. Due to the advantage,
incremental checkpoint is widely adopted, especially in the need of doing frequent checkpoint [6].
This paper proposes that, in incremental checkpoint, the checkpoint phase and computing phase can
overlap to gain performance benefit (as shown in Fig. 1). Unlike traditional incremental checkpoint in
which we need to first record all the modified part during computing phase and then dump those modified
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part into non-volatile medium to finish the checkpoint phase, our new design starts dumping the modified
part once it gets modified. If there are no further modifications to the certain part till the next checkpoint
phase, we say the overlap is successful and thus we get performance benefit by this pre-copy mechanism
[5]. Otherwise, if we found there are further modifications to the part which we have just pre-copied, we
need to redo the copy and this leads to performance loss.
Checkpoint time
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Computing phase

Checkpoint phase

Computing phase

Checkpoint time
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Fig. 1. Comparison of (a) traditional incremental checkpoint and (b) the new incremental checkpoint.
To guarantee the pre-copy mechanism to get more performance benefit, this paper introduces pagelevel rewrite interval prediction (PRWIP). PRWIP is a runtime system that records the process’s memory
access history at page granularity to predict the rewrite interval for each page. It answers the simple
question: will this page be modified in the near future? Every time when a page is modified, we ask
PRWIP. If it predicts that this page will not be modified in the near future, we start dumping this page
and thus we overlap the checkpoint phase with computing phase to gain performance benefit. However,
if PRWIP predicts this page will be modified in a short time, we do not start copying it and leave the
decision to the future. We have found that by analyzing the memory access history along with the
execution context and the corresponding instruction counter (the IP register), we are able to predict the
memory access pattern precisely, especially for the applications that do large matrix calculations in loops.
This kind of application accesses data regularly in a loop and thus we can easily predict its memory access
pattern. Also, this kind of application represents scientific computing well.
We have conducted experiments in comparison with traditional incremental checkpoint [7] (mechanism
shown in Fig. 1(a)) and previous pre-copy work [5] (mechanism similar with Fig. 1(b)). Previous precopy work [5] organizes pages into trunks and performs pre-copy at the granularity of trunks. Different
from our work, it does not perform any memory access analysis or prediction. Experimental results show
that our new incremental checkpoint design can gain averagely 22% performance benefit over traditional
incremental checkpoint and 14% over previous pre-copy checkpoint.
Our work shares some spirit with previous studies for cache replacement strategy, e.g., re-reference
interval prediction [8,9]. We all try to predict the future memory access by analyzing the history. The
difference lies on that we are doing the analysis and prediction at runtime level and at the granularity of
pages while previous studies of cache replacement strategy all do their work at hardware level for each
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cache line. Compared with previous work on cache, we can get more information of upper applications
(e.g., the execution context) because our work is at the runtime level and thus we can achieve more
efficient analysis and prediction.
The rest of this paper is organized as bellow: We introduce traditional incremental checkpoint and
highlight our idea in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss the design and implementation of our faster
incremental checkpoint. Section 4 shows the experiments and we conclude in Section 5.

2. Traditional Page-Level Incremental Checkpoint and Its Limitation
In this section, we first introduce the traditional incremental checkpoint and its limitation. Then we
highlight our idea of analyzing page-level rewrite interval to achieve better overlapping of incremental
checkpoint.

2.1 Traditional Page-Level Incremental Checkpoint
Modern operating system divides and manages memory into pages. Thus traditional page-level
incremental checkpoint monitors memory accesses at the granularity of page. The whole checkpoint
process is as follows.
(1) First at the beginning of the program, we write-protect all pages in the process’s virtual space.
Any writing to any page will trigger a page fault.
(2) During computing phase, process’s writing to any page will trigger a page fault. In the page fault
handler, we record the page address and then set the page writable to allow further computing
on that page.
(3) At checkpoint time, we first copy all the modified pages into non-volatile medium and then
write-protect all pages again to track further accesses. In Linux, the system call mprotect() can
be used to set a range of pages to be write-protected and the system call sigaction() can be used
to set a handler for certain signal (here we set a handler for page fault) [10].
The running model of traditional incremental checkpoint is shown in Fig. 1(a). The computing phase
and checkpoint phase are executing sequentially which limits the performance.

2.2 Highlights of Overlap Design
As shown in Fig. 1(b), there is potential we can exploit to overlap the computing phase and checkpoint
phase in incremental checkpoint. Consider a simple example of matrix calculation: A+B=C as shown in
Fig. 2. Assume the matrix is large that each line in the matrix occupies a page. Here we have two ways
to do the calculation: (1) do it horizontally as the red arrow shows in Fig. 2. We first calculate C11 and
then C12, and so on. (2) do it vertically as the blue arrow shows in Fig. 2. We first calculate C11 and then
C21, and so on. If we use the first way to do the calculation, we can exploit the parallelism easily: every
page in the matrix C is updated all at once and after updating the last data in a certain page, that page
would never be accessed again. If we are doing incremental checkpoint for this process, we can start the
checkpoint one page when the last data of the page is updated. As the page will not be updated again, we
can overlap the computing phase with checkpoint phase very well. This overlapping strategy is straight
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forward and is adopted in previous work [5].
However, if we do the calculation in the second way (the blue arrow in Fig. 2), we need to elaborately
control the overlapping. In the second way, the matrix C is updated vertically. The page access sequence
is as: <page 1, page 2, …, page n, page 1, page 2, …>. We can see there is an obvious fixed rewrite
interval for each page. For example, page 1 is updated after updating every n pages. If we are doing
incremental checkpoint for this process, when each page is updated, we need to determine if this page
will be updated again in the near future. If we found that the rewrite interval for the page is likely to be
larger than the current computing phase (this depends on how large we set the checkpoint interval), we
can start checkpointing this page safely. Otherwise we need to wait for its second update and then decide
whether we can start checkpointing this page. The key idea is, by recording and analyzing the page access
history, we can predict the rewrite interval for each page and thus control the overlap efficiently. We
argue that for this loop-based access pattern, it is easy to recognize the rewrite interval for each page.

A11 A12 …

A1n

B11 B12 …

B1n

+
An1 An2 …

Ann

C11 C12 …

C1n

Page 1

Cn1 Cn2 …

Cnn

Page n

=
Bn1 Bn2 …

Bnn
A+B=C

Fig. 2. Example of matrix calculation.
Moreover, as discussed above, this loop-based access pattern is widely adopted, especially in the
domains of scientific calculation [11,12] or image processing [13]. Our work in this paper could greatly
facilitate making these applications fault tolerant.

3. Page-Level Rewrite Interval Prediction
In this section, we introduce our design and implementation to achieve better overlap of incremental
checkpoint. We first introduce how we get and manage the access history of each page. Then we give
our incremental checkpoint strategy.

3.1 Management of Access History
We rely on page-protection mechanism provided by modern hardware and operating system to monitor
and record each write-access to any page (see details in Section 2.1). The history information is organized
as shown in Fig. 3. We rely on a hash map to organize all the page access information. For every single
page, we classify its access information according to different execution contexts. For example, if a page
is updated in different functions, then its access information is classified into different execution contexts
(Fig. 3). The reason we introduce this execution-context-based classification is because that the page
access pattern is only likely to be similar in the same execution context. Take the matrix calculation in
Section 2.2 for an example, normally the matrix adding is done in one function and thus we can analyze
the page access information in that function. For other operations (perhaps there is another matrix
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multiplying function), the data access pattern may be different. However, in one function the data access
pattern is likely to remain the same.
For each page in each context, we mainly record its average rewrite interval. Here we define the rewrite
interval of a page A to be just the time between first updating to page A and the subsequent updating to
the same page A. This interval is calculated every time the upper application accesses page A. Note that
the more times we calculate this interval (the more history we got for one page in one execution context),
the more precise we can be to predict this interval in the future. This is because in any one function, the
more history we got, the more likely we are to predict the upper memory access pattern.
Finally, we leverage the Linux system call backtrace() to get the current execution context information.
The backtrace() can offer us the information about current execution stack. We assign different execution
stack a different ID to distinguish different execution context.

Link list

Page address

Hash
Map

Contex 1
Avg interval

Contex 2
Avg interval

Fun1(){

Fun2(){

Write to page

Write to page

}

}

Fig. 3. Organization of page-level access history.

3.2 Faster Incremental Checkpoint
With the PRWIP, the process of our faster incremental checkpoint is as follows:
 First at the beginning of the program, we write-protect all pages in the process’s virtual space. Any
writing to any page will trigger a page fault.
 During computing phase, process’s writing to any page will trigger a page fault. At this time we
will record the access history for the page and then predict if the page will be accessed in a short
time. If the predicted interval is larger than the remaining computing time (Fig. 4(a)), it means this
page is less likely to be updated before checkpoint time and thus we can start checkpointing it now
(Fig. 4(b)). By overlapping the checkpoint phase and computing phase we can accelerate the
program. Otherwise we need to go back to the sequential mode (Fig. 4(c)).
 We initiate all the rewrite intervals to be a maximum number, which means at the beginning of the
program we will always first try to overlap the checkpoint phase to get some benefit. When a page
is updated again during we checkpointing it, we will stop the checkpoint and update its interval
value. After several rounds of checkpoint (averagely 4 in our experiments), the interval value will
be pretty precise.

3.3 Optimization
After some rounds of trying and profiling, we may safely begin to checkpoint some pages without
getting interrupted. However, it might be possible that we begin to checkpoint a page too late, as all the
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above mechanisms we introduced only decrease the page’s rewrite interval and never increase it. Thus
here we introduce an optimization that automatically increase the page’s rewrite interval after several
rounds. The idea here is, if a page is always checkpointed successfully, then it rewrite interval may be
too small that we may be too conservative. We can begin checkpoint that page earlier to get more potential
benefit. So here we introduce a threshold for all pages that if a page is checkpointed successfully for 2
rounds, then we begin to increase its rewrite interval. We will test and discuss this at the last of the
experiment.
Predicted interval (PI)
accessing a page
(a)

Computing phase

Remaining Computing Time (RCT)
Checkpoint time
Checkpoint phase
(b)

Computing phase

Computing phase

Checkpoint time
(c)

Computing phase

Checkpoint phase

Computing phase

Fig. 4. Incremental checkpoint strategy. (a) Predicted interval is larger than the remaining computing
time. (b) This page is less likely to be updated before checkpoint time and thus we can start checkpointing
it now. (c) By overlapping the checkpoint phase and computing phase we can accelerate the program.

4. Experimental Results
4.1 Methodology
In the experiment we mainly test and compare our work with traditional incremental checkpoint (the
sequential mode shown in Fig. 4(c)) and previous state-of-the-art work pre-copy [5] which blindly
overlap the checkpoint phase with computing phase without any analysis and prediction of future
accesses. We choose some large workloads in the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) suite [14] as our
benchmarks. NPB suite is popular to test the performance of large supercomputers. The benchmarks we
chose are described in Table 1.
We did the experiments with the checkpoint interval to be 5 seconds and 10 seconds. We chose the
interval to be relatively small to better test incremental checkpoint. Previous work [15] demonstrated that
usually the incremental checkpoint shows its advantage over full-size checkpoint only when the
checkpoint interval is small (less than 20 seconds). In this study, we focus on intense checkpoint
situations in an incremental way. Thus we chose the interval to be 5 seconds and 10 seconds. Otherwise
with large interval, full-sized checkpoint would be a more proper tool.
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The experiment is conducted on an Intel sever (2.8 GHz) with 32 GB of physical memory running
Linux 3.11. The baseline in all results represents normal execution without any fault tolerance
mechanism. The pre-copy in all results represents previous state-of-the-art work pre-copy [5]. The
PRWIP in all results represents our work.
Table 1. Benchmark
Problem scale

Description

BT
CG
IS
LU
MG

C
C
C
C
C

SP

C

Block tri-diagonal solver
Conjugate gradient, irregular memory access and communication
Integer sort, random memory access
Lower-upper Gauss-Seidel solver
Multi-grid on a sequence of meshes, long- and short-distance communication,
memory intensive
Scalar penta-diagonal solver

Normalized execution time

Benchmark

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Baseline
Traditional
pre-copy
PRWIP
BT.C CG.C IS.C

LU.C MG.C SP.C

Benchmarks

Normalized execution time

Fig. 5. Normalized execution time (checkpoint interval is 5 seconds).

1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Baseline
Traditional
pre-copy
PRWIP
BT.C CG.C

IS.C

LU.C MG.C SP.C

Benchmarks

Fig. 6. Normalized execution time (checkpoint interval is 10 seconds).

4.2 Results
First, Figs. 5 and 6 show the results when doing checkpoint at the interval of 5 seconds and 10 seconds.
We can see for all the benchmarks the pre-copy and our work (PRWIP) both outperform traditional
sequential incremental checkpoint. In addition, our work achieves better performance than pre-copy by
predicting future access precisely. Doing checkpoint at every 5 seconds requires more rounds of
checkpoint than at every 10 seconds. This offers more opportunities to our tool to calibrate the rewrite
interval prediction. Thus we can see in the situation of 5 seconds (Fig. 5), our work achieves better
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performance than pre-copy.

Normalized execution time

Fig. 7 shows the trend when we do checkpoint at different intervals. Pre-copy and PRWIP both behave
better than traditional checkpoint and the gap between pre-copy and PRWIP is closing. As we discussed
before, our work need more round of checkpoint and more access history to calibrate the interval
prediction.
In all, by analyzing and predicting future accesses, our new incremental checkpoint design can achieve
averagely 17% speedup over traditional checkpoint and 9% over the previous state-of-the-art work.

2
1.5
1

traditional
pre-copy

0.5

PRWIP
0
5s

10s

15s

Checkpoint interval

Fig. 7. Normalized execution time with different checkpoint interval (benchmark BT.C).

4.3 Discuss and Optimization

Normalized execution time

As discussed in Section 3.3, we can introduce a dynamic strategy that makes the checkpoint of certain
pages started earlier and get some potential benefit. Here we test the following strategy: if a page is
checkpointed successfully for 2 rounds, then we begin to increase its rewrite interval. Here the threshold
is set to be 2 due to our experiment experience. The experiment results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

2
1.5

Baseline

1

Traditional
pre-copy

0.5

PRWIP

0
BT.C CG.C IS.C LU.C MG.C SP.C

PRWIP-opt

Benchmarks

Normalized execution time

Fig. 8. Normalized execution time of optimized version (checkpoint interval is 5 seconds).

1.5
Baseline

1

Traditional
0.5

pre-copy
PRWIP

0
BT.C CG.C IS.C LU.C MG.C SP.C

PRWIP-opt

Benchmarks

Fig. 9. Normalized execution time of optimized version (checkpoint interval is 10 seconds).
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Fig. 8 is under checkpoint interval of 5 seconds and Fig. 9 is under 10 seconds. The PRWIP-opt
represents our optimized version. We can see by introducing this optimization, we can get further benefit.
We can achieve an average speed-up of 22% over the baseline and 14% over the previous state-of-theart work. Comparing with our own PRWIP, our optimized version can achieve averagely 7% performance
gain under the checkpoint interval of 5 seconds.
Fig. 10 shows the conflict rate in previous work (pre-copy) and our work (PRWIP and PRWIP-opt).
Here the conflict is defined as follows: if we start checkpointing a page and if the page is modified later,
we found a conflict and we have to re-checkpoint the page again. Higher conflict rate normally means
worse overall performance. In Fig. 10 we can see that previous work pre-copy introduces much higher
conflict rate than our work. By doing predictions of writes on page-level, we can greatly avoid conflict
and thus achieves better performance. Note that our optimized version PRWIP-opt introduces a little
higher conflict rate than PRWIP, which is because in PRWIP-opt we have adopted a more aggressive
checkpoint strategy. Results in Figs. 8 and 9 have already shown the benefit of that. Overall, our
optimized version can achieve the best result by only introducing a little more conflicts (averagely less
than 4%). The optimization is simple and just to be set to an empirical value. Figs. 5–9 all shows that the
optimized mechanism gets a better result. However, the overhead is that this optimized way may
introduce more conflict, which is shown in Fig. 10. But as the overall performance is better, it works. We
plan to introduce a dynamic adjustment of the threshold but this would be our future work since we need
to seek a balance among many overheads.
70.00%
Conflict rate

60.00%
50.00%
40.00%

pre-copy

30.00%
20.00%

PRWIP

10.00%

PRWIP-opt

0.00%
BT.C CG.C IS.C LU.C MG.C SP.C
Benchmarks

Fig. 10. Conflict rate (checkpoint interval is 5 seconds).
Finally, we show the pure software overhead of our proposed mechanism compared with previous
traditional checkpoint. Fig. 11 shows the result. In this experiment we just run checkpoint mechanisms
without doing the checkpoint phase. At computing phase we do modification tracking and page-level
rewrite interval predicting. Then at checkpoint phase we do no data dumping. Thus we can get the pure
software overhead of our work. From Fig. 11, we can see that the traditional checkpoint method
introduces the least overhead. This is because of its simple strategy that it only does modification tracking
and does no prediction on memory access patterns. Second, the pre-copy introduces the most overhead.
This is because it introduces the most conflict, which is due to its simple strategy that starts a checkpoint
phase immediately after any page being modified. Compare Figs. 10 and 11 we can see the software
overhead is heavily twisted with the conflict rate. When the conflict rate is high, more time is spent on
dealing with the conflict. Our PRWIP and PRWIP-opt both introduce less software overhead, which is
because that they can predict the page-level rewrite interval precisely and thus reduce the conflict.
PRWIP-opt introduces a little more software overhead than PRWIP because of its more aggressive
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2
1.5
traditional

Normalized run time over

strategy that aims to optimize the checkpointing phase (as we discussed earlier). Last, this experiment
also shows that our page-level rewrite interval predicting introduces little overhead (normally less than
20%).

Traditional

1

pre-copy
0.5

PRWIP
PRWIP-opt

0
BT.C CG.C IS.C LU.C MG.C SP.C
Benchmarks

Fig. 11. Software overhead (checkpoint interval is 5 seconds).

5. Conclusion
This paper introduces a new incremental checkpoint mechanism. By analyzing and predicting future
memory accesses, our incremental checkpoint can overlap the checkpoint phase with computing phase
efficiently and thus achieve better performance. Experimental results show that our new incremental
checkpoint design can achieve averagely 22% speedup over traditional incremental checkpoint and 14%
over the previous state-of-the-art work. Our future work mainly includes exploiting the loop information
in programs to achieve better prediction of future memory access.
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